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The Passion of the Passionflower 
(in praise of an individual expression of one life's delicious beauty in our garden) 
 

 
 
When first arrived, you wee thing, taking over  
from bold Susan of the black-eyed-pea smiles,  
I never thought this is who you would become. 
In the terracotta girdle to which you were re- 
potted, finally, it seems, your true self found.  
 
Yet why should I feign surprise at my surprise?  
The soul – as much yours as anyone’s –  
contains in itself the seed of its own truth  
(so Emerson reveals), what it wills with a little  
encouragement from doting (tree) mothers,  
chatty feathered neighbours, heat and light  
streaming in from a golden summer’s Sun.  
 
Regular drenchings, of course, also required –  
whether from atmospheric sources or the hand  
(not God) that wields the prodigal watering can.  
Selfsame the hand that provides brain food at  
whim (or on a prayer?). Ask and thou shalt receive –  
isn’t that how it works in the world of worms?  
 
Originally three small bamboo twigs were all  
that accompanied you from cradle to longer-than  
habitat, through which you looped and twined  
like a gymnast dancing her twirled ribbon routine  
(with the occasional cartwheel to mesmerise an 
audience agog). But that didn’t satisfy for long.  
 
Sights set higher, it appears, to heaven and beyond.  
So metre-long poles soon became your dressing  
room of choice and I (as dresser) set tasks  
according to your command. But this ‘short while’ 
decidedly short. Sudden the spurt, all it took,  
in the moment I wasn’t looking. Had this been  
your plan from the start? To catapult a plethora  
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of scouts to lofty heights, into the realm of wind- 
borne guides? Flags strung on a breeze of  
compassion became your mantra of desire,  
passion play in fluttered motion. No longer  
satisfied with Christian theology, representative  
imagery – too many thorns, crossed nails and more  
did you dismiss with the wave of a joyous paw.  
Flung away as distant horizons of love whip- 
whirled were the homelands you chose to explore.  
 

 
 
To imagine – all this fuelled your fire from  
a simple Zen rock garden, liberally fern-frond- 
fringed. Taut pulled you yourself wide as you  
did high; sky-giddyingly taut were limbs strung  
further and then further still; tight stretched  
were sticky tendrils to reach, tongue-tap kiss,  
any object within conscious coo-ee. Sometimes  
Wind helped (I heard whispered gratitude, saw  
wide smiles of shared conspiracy) when called  
beyond your envisioned beyond, those map-made  
traces toward perfect grace (held in gracious  
Elder tree’s embrace). On and up her sinewed  
form you climbed, twisted, twirled, offering  
Dervish-danced gifts to the beauty of gnarled  
skin, spilling great reams of starlit blue down  
from cronedom’s wisdom boughs, a necklace  
promising countless trails wherever whenever  
adoring mood took your lavishly adorning whim.  
No boundaries does such passion know, heart- 
led heart-felt the connective thread bestowed ...  
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Now, observe. I find one of your number, petals  
clasped together in reverent contemplation.  
From the All of the One, to the One of the All,  
is your loving lilac voice to anywhere on call.  
Like the heliotrope’s, a prayer answered day after  
Sun-driven day. A blessing set yourself, answered 
in the sweetest of blue-forked tongue. Such it is  
when soul directs, delivers, transforms; stage- 
manager to all in ecstatic thrall. Peace purity  
compassion prosperity knowledge, so promises  
the faded bunting, the wisdom of ages (and sages)  
to which your five-fold flowers form a more than  
worthy squire, of longing, yearning – thanks be! 
 
Yeah, all this before the witness of my eyes.  
When passion directs expression and intent is  
fuelled by love, the rhetorician’s question –  
as asked – is: What cannot be achieved? So  
have you taught me with your starbursts of  
exuberance, your bevy of bright blossom  
spurring others to succour bounteous creation.  
 
To wit, no stamen left unkissed by the fluffy- 
bummed and bumbling; that’s the way we both  
know love should be elatedly made. Colour, too,  
I see. That colour is all in your universal Weltall,  
spectrums of joy ready to unfold, to flip open  
each new dew-begun day. Tantalising suitors  
seeking Rumi’s cave of the heart, suitable their  
appetite to whet; is this a hole we can crawl into  
yet? Wait your turn! Goodness, how they jostle  
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for entry – a buzzing queue of happy hovering  
salivation is what my inner/outer mind’s eye sees.  
 
Yet your smile, serene, mirrors the blessed  
Great Mother’s, the whole setting’s sweet sentience  
deep-sunk in settled stone. Here, in this place,  
never can the magic of the numbers lie. I find  
twinned allegory in your five-times shafted on- 
golden-pond pollen prepared for rubbed raw-ing  
by any seeker on pilgrimage past petal-walled  
city gates. So too with your three-times deep  
violet, at the centre of the centre, the passion  
within passion’s delicate core. No trinity more  
holy does your form reveal, but wonder: Behind  
which door were symbologists hiding when  
this truth leapt to a deftly-forelocked fore?  
 

 
 
Yester-eve it was when I sat with Moss Man; we  
both remarking your proclivity for barnstorming  
take-over tactics. The sheer joy of being, sharing,  
of a libido effusive in its expression, productivity.  
But reproach you? Not we! Never a need to deny  
one’s truly true nature. Instinctive our understanding  
of such genetic inheritance, giving thanks for your  
delightful presence; remarking too how said presence  
well-suits communal sanctity – of Tree Mother  
and foster family, Moss Man and steady hum  
(a vibratory note that says I am, I stand. Ready.),  
Brothers-Bear Oak standing as steady (as ready)  
to assume stewardship’s mantle in this grail  
of grails if and when our Wise Woman calls time  
to her mortally coiled resident skin. Yet in a family  
and garden where all demonstrate tendencies for  
the arts of immortality? Suffice it to say it would  
not surprise if she too joins the ranks of never-left,  
where here all conjoined (stakes to prayer flags, in  
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turn to tree) to bring collective stability to One Life  
lived well and full. No crown of thorns is thus your  
fate, but a wreath of soft innocence worn (in petalled  
profusion). Like a shy girl, barefoot and virginal,  
singing as she dances the Maypole of existence,  
demure in her beauty, while each beholder’s breath  
lost to a singular moment of vision, beatitude pure. 
 
So do we sit, Moss Man and I, as each insistent  
visitor offers glad tidings from flower to budding  
(or full-flush) flower. Whether admirer, feaster or  
ravisher, whether platonic or plutonic their intention,  
each you accept with a regal bow. Reciprocal this  
recognition, sublime this way of love, whether  
on high or grazing the ground, opening to each  
bug, butterfly or bee. Surrendering, saying:  
See me! Rallying at the cry – as I too see you.  
(For no scent required when passion full-written  
on a dew-pearled and luminous diadem-dial.)  
 
All summer long, thus have we watched, wondering  
if, when, you would fade, faint, in the heat (extreme)  
and from the light (intense), Gaia’s heaven-sent  
showers and storms (mercilessly) few and far between.  
 
But look now, here we are arrived at autumn’s cusp  
and the rains come at last to dampen your skirt,  
quench overdue thirst, stream down from merry  
sky cups above. Rain which sends me (finally)  
indoors (after months, and more) with a laugh to  
wonder at your wonder from afar, how the drip- 
drip of divine blessing reaches through the fine  
filigree web of elderberry and canopied leaf to  
the patience of a waiting tongue outstretched.  
 
A chill in the air; have you remarked it too? Time  
to pack up those blooms for another year, with our  
thanks for your fulsome and passionate expression  
of what it means to love and live – right now, right 
 
here … 
 


